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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the bifurcation of radial solutions of semilinear 
elliptic tquations on n-balls, 
4x) +f(u(x)) = 0, XED” (1.1) 
au(x) - /? dz4(x)/dff = 0, x E do”, (1.2) 
to asym netric solutions. We shall show that for some fairly broad classes 
of nonlinear functions f (see (1.3)), “infinitesimal” symmetry-breaking 
occurs ill the sense that there must exist infinitely many degenerate radial 
solution; of (1.1 ), ( 1.2) (on distinct balls), the kernel of whose linearized 
operators are non-trivial and contain asymmetric elements. In fact, if we 
write an element w in the kernel in its spherical harmonic decomposition 
w= EN3 o a,(r) QN(e), where QN lies in the Nth eigenspace of the 
Laplacian on S”- ‘, then each summand is in the kernel, and these kernels 
contain asymmetric elements, a,@,, aN & 0, of arbitrarily high modes; 
i.e., N > N,,. This means that on each such degenerate solution there exists 
the poss bility of symmetry-breaking in the sense of bifurcation of a radial 
solution into an asymmetric one.’ 
We assume throughout this paper that the nonlinear function f satisfies 
the following hypotheses: 
* Resea -ch supported in part by the NSF Contract MCS-830123. 
I Indeec, using the Conley Index [El, we shall show in a forthcoming paper that actual 
symmetry- breaking must occur. 
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There exist points b<O<y such that 
(0 fW=O, f’(Y)<0 
(ii) F(Y) ’ F(u) if b<u<y 
(here F’ = f and F(0) = 0) 
(iii) F(b) = F(Y) (1.3) 
(iv) iff(b) = 0, then f’(b) < 0 
(VI uf(u) + W’(Y) - f’(u)) > 0 if b < u < y. 
Some remarks on these conditions are in order. The condition (ii) is a 
necessary condition for the existence of radial solutions belonging to a 
given nodal class with u(0) near y; see [6]. Condition (iii) is likewise a 
necessary condition for the existence of radial solutions in a given nodal 
class, but b = -co is possible; this condition is also sufficient for the exist- 
ence of such solutions (if, e.g., (i) holds); cf. Proposition 2.2. Condition (v) 
is a disguised version of a transversality condition. It implies that the level 
curves of the Hamiltonian function H(u, u) = u2/2 + F(u) (associated to 
radial solutions, so v = u’) meet every boundary line transversally-it is 
needed to rule out certain degeneracies, thereby giving us an optimal result; 
cf. Proposition 3.4. Finally, conditions (i) and (iv) allow us to prove the 
existence of infinitesimal symmetry-breaking. 
To be more precise, we show that if k is a fixed non-negative integer (k 
represents a given nodal class of radial solutions), then there is a positive 
integer N,, with the following property: If NE Z + , and N > N,,, one can 
find k distinct degenerate radial solutions of (l.l), (1.2) on which the 
symmetry breaks infinitesimally in the Nth mode. That is, for each N 2 N,, 
there are solutions ujv, . . . . u:, of (1.1 ), ( 1.2), for which the associated 
linearized operators admit solutions of the form a’,(r) QN(0), j= 1, .,,, k. 
Thus infinitesimal symmetry breaking must occur, in a k-fold way, for all 
sufficiently high modes. If we assume somewhat stronger assumptions onf, 
then this result takes on a universal flavor in a sense which can be 
described as follows. Assume that f satisfies these stronger hypotheses: 
There exist points b < 0 < y such that 
6) f(r)=@ f’(Y)<0 
(ii) u!(u) > 0 if b<u<O or y>u>O 
(iii) F(b) = F(Y 1 (1.4) 
(iv) if f(b) = 0, then f’(b) < 0 
(VI f’(O) > 0. 
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(Note that (1.4) (ii) implies (1.3) (ii) and (1.3) (v).) As before, let k denote 
a given nodal class of radial solutions. Our theorem is that if f satisfies 
(1.4), then we may choose the above integer IV, independent off: It is in this 
sense th: t we consider our result to be universal. 
We point out that conditions (i) through (iv) of (1.4) ensure that the 
problem (1.1) and (1.2) admits in every nodal class, and for every p in 
(0, y), a radial solution U(T) satisfying u(0) 7 p. On the other hand, if the 
weaker 1 ypotheses (i)-(iv) of ( 1.3) hold, we can only assert that for p near 
y, there ;tre solutions of (1.1 ), (1.2) which satisfy u(0) = p. 
In vielv of these last remarks, it is thus natural to consider the quantity 
p as a parameter for the radial solutions; we write u = u( ., p). Having made 
this choice, we must then allow the radii R of the balls to vary with p, 
R = T(p ; see [3-71. Observe that by resealing, we can rewrite (1.1 ), (1.2) 
as 
h4(x)+A*f(u(x))=o, 1x1 < 1 (1.5) 
m(x) - l/l du(x)/dn = 0, I-4 = 1, (1.6) 
whereby A, instead of p, can be considered as the parameter. Note that A 
appears :xplicitly in the boundary conditions only if both a and a are non- 
zero (so that Dirichlet or Neumann conditions are independent of 2). This 
causes a minor technical problem in studying the actual bifurcation of 
radial sclutions, but in the next publication in this series, we shall show 
how to overcome this difficulty. 
This paper is divided into four sections. In the next section we formulate 
the prob em, and give the background material; we also prove the required 
existence theorems. In Section 3 we obtain the main technical result needed 
to prove our infinitesimal symmetry-breaking results. We show that the 
linearize11 operator is the direct sum of certain operators, the union of 
whose SF ectra is the spectrum of the full linearized operator. We prove that 
these opl:rators have k positive eigenvalues if p = u(0) is near y.* The proof 
of this statement is quite long, and involves some delicate estimates which 
are fair11 interesting in their own right. In Section 4, we show how these 
technical results are used to prove the infinitesimal symmetry-breaking 
theorem:. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
We consider the boundary-value problem 
Mx)+f(@))=O, XED;, (2.1) 
au(x) - p du(x)/dn = 0, XE~D;. (2.2) 
2 It is he.e where condition (1.3)(v) is used; without it we can only assert the existence of 
(k - 1) pos tive eigenvalues. 
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Here 0; denotes an n-ball of radius R, f~ C’, d/dn denotes the outward- 
pointing normal derivative on 8D:, and CI and p are constants, with 
~1~ + /3’= 1. If this problem admits radial solutions U(T), (Y= 1x1), then u 
solves the boundary-value problem (’ = d/dr) 
n-l 
d’(r) + - y u’(r) +ftutr)) = 0, O<r-cR, (2.3) 
u’(O) = 0 = au(R) - /?u’( R). (2.4) 
We write this as the first-order system 
n-l 
UI = IJ, or= - - fJ -f(u), r (2.5) 
together with the boundary conditions 
v(0) = 0 = au(R) - pv(R). (2.6) 
The solution of the initial-value problem for (2.5) with u(0) =p, u’(O)=O, 
will be denoted by U(T, p), and p will be considered as a parameter 
throughout this paper. Define 
B0 = tan-‘(a//?), 
If k > 0 is a given non-negative integer, and f(p) > 0, we define the “time 
map”; i.e., the function p H T(p) (whenever it exists; see Proposition 2.2 
below), by the following two conditions: 
if f9(r, p) = tan-‘(v(r, p)/u(r, p)), then 8(T(p), p) = BO- kx. (2.7) 
Thus T(p) plays the role of R, and R varies with p (see [3-51). A solution 
of (2.5), (2.6), satisfying (2.7) will be said to belong to the “kth nodal CZUSS” 
of the functionf (relative to the given boundary conditions), on [0, T(p)]; 
see Fig. 1. We define a function H(u, v), the energy associated with (2.5) by 
H(u, v) = v2/2 + F(U); then along any orbit of (2.5), H’ = - (n - 1) v’/r, so 
H decreases on these orbits. We will use this fact throughout the paper. 
We assume that the function f satisfies hypotheses (1.3); cf. Fig. 2, where 
we have taken f(b) # 0. The following proposition gives some properties of 
the time map which we shall need. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that f satisfies hypotheses (i)-(iii) of (1.3). Then for 
any p~dom(T), h<u(r, p) <y, and u’(r, p)2<44M~, for all r 20, where 
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FIGURE 1 
(b) 
Mi=s~p{F(u): b<u<y}. If for PEdom(T),T,(p) is dejined by 
u’(TN({ ), p) =O, and a(p) is defined by u(T,(p), p) = a(p) > 0, then 
a(p)-+*! asp-+y. 
Prooj 1 For p E dom( T), u’( r, p)’ < 2F( y ) - 2F( u( r, p)) so that u’(r, p)’ < 
4A4:. F’or such p, if u(I, p)=6 or u(T, p) =y, then H(u(J, p), u(?, p)) = 
F(y) + t ‘(Y, p)‘/2 > F(p) = H(p, 0), and this is impossible, since H decreases 
along orbits. Finally, suppose a@,) >/ y - 2s for some E > 0, for a sequence 
P,E:dorr(T),p,+y. Then sincef(u)>6>0 on y-2~<24<y-s, for some 
6 > 0, tlien for p, near y, 
= F(p,) - Jla(p,)) = WbJ - fWnJ) 
1 
i 
P” 
6- 
TN(A) a(Pd 
- u du < const/T,(p,). 
But this is impossible since TN(p,,) -+ CC as p, --) y; thus a(p) -+ y and the 
proof i:i complete. m 
FIGURE 2 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let f satisfy hypotheses (i)-(iv) of (1.3). Then 
(i) There is a point p, 0 <p < y, such that the open interval 
(14 ~)cdom(T), 
(ii) lim pryT(~)=+~; 
(iii) Given any E > 0, p may be chosen so that tfp < p < y, the total 
energy loss along the entire orbit segment (u(r, p), u’(r, p)), 0 <r < T(p) is 
less than E. 
Proof We have given a proof for positive solutions of the Dirichlet 
problem, under the same hypotheses, in [6]. We indicate here how this 
result can be extended to give an existence theorem for solutions of (2.3), 
(2.4) in the kth nodal class. 
Since f is positive near y and negative near b, there exist points E and 
B near y and 6, respectively, such that F(B) = F(E) and F(E) > F(u) if 
B < u < E. (Since b is the first negative value for which F(b) = F(y), we can 
find 6 > 0 such thatf lCb,b+dJ < 0,fl (y--6,yj > 0, and Fl Cb+S,y--SI <F(Y). Thus 
F is uniformly bounded away from F(y) on b + 6 < u < y - 6. The existence 
of the points E and B follows easily from this.) Now let 3s = F(y) - F(E), 
and take pO, EC pO<y, such that F(p,)= F(y)-&; then F(y)- F(p)<& if 
p0 < p < y. From Lemma 2.1, there is a constant A4 > 0 such that along any 
solution, lv(r, p)I CM. Let T,(p) be defined by u(T,Jp), p) =pO. (T,, is 
defined if p is near y; this follows from our aforementioned result in [6] for 
the Dirichlet problem. In fact, the orbit also gets to the line U= E.) Let 
L = (n - l)M(y - b)(k+ 1)/s, and choose p1 so close to y that T,,(p) > L if 
p > p, . Set p = max(p,, p, ), and let p > p. Let z be any point such that 
B,<z<A and suppose u(T) =z, v(r)<O, O,<r CF. Now with H(u, v)= 
F(u) + v2/2, we have 
H(u(T,(p), P), ~To(P), ~1) - ff(u(f), v(f)) 
It follows that 
u*(r) ~‘VO(P), PI 
~+F(4Wp,)+ 2 -E/(k+ 1) 
2 F(Y) - E - E/(k + 1 ), 
so 
v*(J) 2 2[F(y) - E -F(z)) - 2.z/(k + 1) 
> W(y) - E -F(A)) - 2e/(k + 1) 
= 4~ - 2E/(k + 1) > E. 
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Thus ut J) < -&, and since z was arbitrary, we see that the orbit 
(u( ., p), v( ., p)) gets to the line u = B and thus cuts the line u = 0 at a point 
ii, b < ii : B. Now repeat the argument to show that the orbit segment lying 
in u > 0 meets the line u = 0 once again at a point t > E, since H has lost 
2.s/(k + )-amount of energy. Repeating this argument k times shows’that 
p~dom 7). Furthermore, given E > 0, we see that by taking E close to y, 
we can make the total energy loss less than E. Finally (ii) follows easily, 
since (y 0) is a rest point. 1 
Now for j < p < y, the orbit (u( ., p), u’( ., p)) lies inside the closed level 
curve L(u, u) = F(y). We use this fact if f satisfies (1.4) to strengthen the 
last proposition as follows. 
FROPXITION 2.3. Assume that fsatisfes hypotheses (i)-(iii), and (v) of 
(1.4). 7hen 
6) dom( 7) = (0, Y); 
(ii) lim T(p) exists and is finite; 
PbO 
(iii) lim T(p) = + 00. 
P/Y 
Pro?’ For any r >O, set (u(r, p), u(r, p))= (u, 0); then F(u)<F(u)+ 
u*/2 = if(u, u) < H(u(0, p), $0, p)) = F(p), so that u < p. Since there exists 
a uniqt ,e point flp, b < 8, < 0, satisfying F(p,) = F(p), we see j?, < U. 
Now for any p E (0, y), define 0(r, p) by 
@r, p) = tan-‘(u’(r, p)lu(r, p)). 
Write J-(~) = ug(u), where g > 0 on (b, y). Then there is a (T > 0 such that 
g(u(r, 11)) 2 r~ for all r b 0. Thus, if 6 = min(1, a), 
g(u) cos2 8 + sin’ 8 2 c cos* 0 + sin’ 0 3 6 
along I he entire orbit (u(r, p), u(r, p)), r 2 0. So for large r, say r>r,, 
n-l fy= -~ 
2r 
sin 28 - g(u) COS* e - sin’ 8 
n-l . 
f --sIn28-6 
2r 
< -612. 
Thus (j(r, p)- 8(r,, p) < -6(r-r,)/2, if r> ro, so that Q(r, p) -+ -CC as 
r * CC This shows that pi dam(T), and proves (i). part (ii) is a 
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consequence of the usual linearization techniques, and (iii) follows from 
Proposition 2.2. 
From now on, we fix f satisfying conditions (1.3), we fix an integer k E H + , 
and we fix the boundary conditions (i.e., we fix c1 and /I). Moreover, radial 
solutions of (l.l), (1.2) will be assumed to lie in the kth-nodal class off; i.e., 
to satisfy (2.7). 
Consider now the simple Bessel-type linear equation 
n+l 
u”(r) + r - u’(r) + Au(r) = 0, (2.8) 
where A is a positive constant. Concerning this equation, we have the 
following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Given any solution u(r, p) of (2.8), (2.4), with 
u(0) = p > 0, u’(O) = 0, and any integer k > 0, there is a number p:;!(A), for 
which T(p) s p$ (A); that is, the associated time map is constant, so that 
MP:;! (A), P) - Bu’(P:;! (A), P) = 0, (2.9) 
and u( ., p) belongs to the kth nodal class of the function f(u) = Au, on 
CO, &:%@I. 
Proof: This follows from the proof of Proposition 2.3, part (i), with 
du)=A. fl 
We define the numbers cf, and cj$ by 
c,9n=Prt:l:u) and c& = d:A (1). (2.10) 
Thus c& (resp. ctn ) is the radius of that n-ball for which the particular 
Bessel’s equation 
n-l 
d+- u’+u=O, 
r 
(2.11) 
admits a solution u satisfying the boundary conditions 
u’(O) = 0 = u(c&) (resp. u’(0) = 0 = u’(c&)), (2.12) 
and u belongs to the kth nodal class of the f(u) = u on the interval [0, ccn] 
(rev. 10, c,“,l). 
We will later need the following result. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let A >O; then p:::(A) = A-“‘cf,, and p::(A) = 
A - WCN 
k,n’ 
580!89:2-IO 
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Proof. This follows from a scaling argument; namely, if u is a radial 
solution of d,u+ Au=O, on 1x1 <p:“,(A), so (2.8) holds, set x=Ay, and 
w(~)=u(~JJ). Then if u(x)=0 for 1x1 =pj$(A), 
d,w(y)+LZAw(y)=O, IYI -+O,(W? 
w’(O)=O= w(p:$(A)p). 
Now set A=Ap2; then w satisfies (2.11) on (y\ <pi,“,(A) A”‘, 
w(~kO,(~l) A”*)=O, so that ct, =pk:(A) A”*, as desired. The proof for 
Neumar n boundary conditions’ is similar. 1 
As a final result along these lines we note that if U(X) is a solution of 
(l.l), (1.2) on the n-ball 1x1 CR, if A>0 and w(y)=u(Ay), then w solves 
WY) + A2f(W(Y)) = 03 IYI < RI4 
aw( y) - np dw( y)/dn = 0, IYI = Rln. 
Thus there is a l-l correspondence between solutions u of (1.1 ), (1.2), and 
solutior s w of the above boundary-value problem (corresponding to the 
functiori f(w) = ,I*f(w)). Hence as far as existence of symmetry-breaking 
so1utior.s is considered, there is no loss in generality if we 
assume f’( y ) < - 1 (*) 
throughout the paper. This will prove technically useful in Section 3. 
Before stating our theorems, we must recall some standard results 
concen .ing the eigenvalues of the Laplacian on the (n - 1 )-sphere, S”- ‘; 
(see [2] for details). These eigenvalues are given by 
lwN== -N(N+n-2), (2.13) 
and if -TN is the corresponding eigenspace, then 
(2.14) 
Now suppose that u( ., p) is a radial solution of (2.1), (2.2) lying in the 
kth nodal class of J Then there is the possibility of u being a bifurcation 
point only if ZJ is degenerate; i.e., only if there exists a non-trivial solution 
w of tie linearized equations 
dw(x) +f’(u(lxl, PI) w(x)= 0, 1x1 < z-(P) (2.15) 
aw( T(P)) - b dw( m)wn = 0. (2.16) 
(This js an easy consequence of the implicit function theorem.) Note that 
the above scaling yields a l-l correspondence between the two sets of 
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linearized equations. Furthermore, the symmetry can break on u( ., p) only 
if these last two equations admit an asymmetric solution (see Cl]). In this 
case we say that the “symmetry breaks infnitessimally” on u( ., p). The 
main results in Sections 3 and 4 are stated in terms of this notion. 
Now any solution of (2.15), (2.16) can be expressed in terms of spherical 
harmonics, 
N=O 
O,<r< T(p), BES”-‘, 
where QN E EN. Thus, the symmetry will break infinitesimally on u( ., p) if 
and only if for some N> 1, a,,,(~) & 0. However, as was shown in [3], for 
N> 1, these a,‘s satisfy the equations and boundary conditions 
n-l 
a;(r) + --g-ah(r) 
+ f’(u(rj /I))+$ 
( > 
aNtr)=Oy O<r< T(P), (2.18) 
aN(O)=O=cra,(T(P))-pa:,(T(P)). (2.19) 
It follows that the symmetry will break infinitesimally on u( ., p) if and only 
if Eqs. (2.18), (2.19) admit a non-trivial solution for some Na 1. 
In order to study solutions of (2.18), (2.19), we let p be a point in (p, y) 
(cf. Proposition 2.2), and let N be a non-negative integer. Define the 
function q%(r) by 
qP,(r)=f’(u(r, p))++, O<r6 T(p) 
(where u solves (2.3), (2.4) with R= T(p), and lies in the kth nodal class 
off ), and let Y’p be the space of functions defined by 
yp = (4 E C2(0, T(P)): O(O) = 0 = MT(P)) - M’(T(P))J. (2.20) 
For Na 1, we define the operator L; on Yp into C(0, T(p)) by 
Note that Proposition 2.1, (i) implies that these operators are well defined 
if p E dom( T). If N = 0, we let 
yp = (4~ C2(0, T(P)): 4’(O) = 0 = MT(p)) - P&(T(p))}, 
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and we d :note by LP, the operator on UP into C(0, T(p)), defined by (2.21), 
with N= 0. Finally, define the operator Lp, on 
{w E C2( (XI < T(p)): aw(x) - p dw(x)/dn = 0, 1x1 = T(p)} 
into C( I:.( < T(p)), by 
LPW = dw +f’(u( .) p))w. (2.22) 
Concern ng these operators, we have the following result relating their 
spectra. 
PROPC SITION 2.6. For each p E (p, y ), sp( LP) = UN r 0 sp( LP,). 
Proof. Since each of the operators Lp, LL are self-adjoint (in the metric 
induced by I&’ = jLtp) d(r)2 r” - I dr), their spectra are real and discrete, 
with the only limit point being at -co. 
If QN E E, then if a is a radial function, LP(a@,) = (LP,a) GN. Thus if 
LP,a=pg, then LP(a@,,,) =~(a@~) for any QNc E,. Conversely, if 
LPw=pv, then w =C a,@, with a,, f 0, for some N,. Thus 
@a,@,, = LpCZ a,@f$) = c LP(a,@,) = c (LP,a,) @N, so pu,, = L&pNo 
and the proof is complete. 1 
3. THE POSITIVE SPECTRA OF L; 
This ;ection is devoted to the proof of the following theorem. (Recall 
that L; is defined by (2.21); namely, 
THEOIEM 3.1. Let f satisfy hypothesis (1.3). For every NE Z, , N 2 1, 
there is a point sN, 0 < sN < y, such that if sN < p < y, then the spectrum of 
L$ coni ains k-positive eigenvulues. 
The proof is quite long, and to assist the reader we present here a 
summa:‘y of the ideas involved. The key point is to show that for p near 
y, the cperator LT has k-distinct positive eigenvalues; this is done by first 
observi rg that v = U’ satisfies (2.18) with N= 1, and then showing that for 
p near y, and 0 < r d T(p), the orbit (v(r, p), v’(r, p)) crosses the line 
LXV = flu in (at least) k distinct points. Thus, e.g., if 0 < e0 < n/2, and 4I is 
defined by d,(r, p) = tan-‘(v’(r, p)/v(r, p)), then d1 satisfies the estimate 
8, - (k + 1)x < 4,(T(p), p) < B0 - kx. On the other hand, the positive 
spectrum of each operator Lf is bounded above, [S, Chap. 111. Thus if 
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LTa, = Pa,, and &(r, p)= tan~‘(aL(r, p)/a,(r, p)), then for large p, 
8, - n < by( T(p), p) < 0. Since &( T(p), p) is a continuous function of p, 
there must be k positive numbers pj for which dy(T(p), p) = -jn + 19,,, 
j = 1, . . . . k, and to each such pj there corresponds an eigenfunction aj of LT. 
Now as the operators Lg and Lf differ only by the term 12, - 2, j/r’ (which 
is small if r is large), it should be possible to conclude the existence of k 
positive eigenvalues for LpN, at least if p is near y. The difficulty is that one 
must show that orbits of L’;a, = 0 and LP,a, = 0 which start close at Y = 0, 
stay close at r = T(p), but T(p) + cc as p -+ y. To overcome this dificulty, 
we prove the decay and estimate its rate as a function ofp, of the difference 
in angular variation of these orbits. It is here where the most difficult 
analysis is made. We proceed now with the details. 
Since -I, =n- 1 (see (2.12)), we find, upon differentiating (2.3) with 
respect to r, that a(r, p) = u’(r, p) satisfies the equation L;(u) = 0 and the 
initial condition ~(0, p) = 0. Moreover, as was shown in [S], the only 
smooth solutions of L:(b) = 0 are multiples of Y. The key step in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1 is the next proposition (recall that 8, is defined by 
PROPOSITION 3.2. For each p sufficiently near y, 0 < p < y, the following 
hold: (a) If B0 2 0, the operator LT has exactly k positive eigenvalues; (b) if 
0 > 8,, Lf has at least k, and no more than (k + 1 ), positive eigenvalues. 
The proof of this proposition will follow from a series of lemmas. We 
lirst need some notation. Let ,4 (resp. 2) denote the line cu = /Iv (resp. 
c(u = /Iv’) and define3 q5,(r, p) by 
h(r, PI = tan-‘(v’(r, pMr, p)). (3.1) 
Recall that u being in the kth nodal class means that (cf. (2.7)), 
0( T(p)) = 8, - k7c. 
We remark that k is the number of zeros of u( ., p), except in the case of 
Dirichlet boundary conditions (0, = -a/2), in which case u has (k + I ) 
zeros. This is straightforward to verify, using the fact that orbits cross the 
axes u = 0 and v = 0 in a clockwise direction; see the proof of the following 
result. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let e(r,) = &, - sn, s = 0, 1, . . . . k; rk = T(p). Then ifp is near 
y there is exactly one zero of u and one zero of v in each interval (rs, rs+ ,I. 
Proof: The orbit (u, v) always crosses the line u = 0 transversally (see 
Fig. 3) and in a clockwise direction since U’ = u. Also, we claim that the 
3 We will often drop the dependence of q5, on p where there is no chance of confusion. 
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(b) 
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orbit crosses v = 0 clockwise and transversally. To see this, note that if 
v = 0, then v’ = -f(u) # 0, so the orbit crosses the line v = 0 transversally. 
It remains to show that Q(u)>0 at such points. Now the orbit cannot go 
through 1 he point (0, 0), if p is near y (Proposition 2.2) and, since the orbit 
cuts v = (1 at points near b or near y (cf. the proof of Propositions 2.2), it 
meets v = 0 at points where us(u) > 0. Thus our claim holds and the result 
follows. 
PROPO!JTION 3.4. If O,, > 0 and p is near y, then v has k zeros in 
Co,~~~)lland~,-(k+1)x<~,(~(p),p)<-k~. 
Proof: By the last lemma, v has (k - 1) zeros in (r, , T(p)] and one zero 
in [0, rI:, so that v has k zeros on [O, T(p)]; cf. Fig. 3a. 
Now &i(O)= -742, and d,(r) changes by --71 at every zero of U; thus 
-n/2-kkrr<q$(T(p))< -n/2-(k-1)x. 
Since -tr/2>8,-71, we have d,(T(p))>8,-(k+ 1)~ To obtain the 
upper bound on cj,(T(p)), we let Aj=(u(si),O), O=s,<s,< ... <sk= 
T(p) be hose points on the orbit segment (u(r), v(r)), 0 < r < T(p), which 
cross v = 0, and denote the corresponding point on the orbit segment 
(v(r), U’(I)), 0 < r < T(p), by Jj = (0, v’(s,)). (Since p is fixed, we drop 
the depe rdence of v and v’ on p.) We have shown that the latter orbit 
cuts A :n at least (k - 1) points. We claim that if u( T(p)) < 0 then 
av(T(p))-@v’(T(p))<O, and if v(T(p))>O, then av(T(p))-j?v’(T(p))>O; 
these wil imply that the orbit (v, v’) crosses ;i in k-points, since the func- 
tion av - flu’ is negative above the line, and positive below it. To see this, 
note tha: along the level curve H(u, u) = v2/2+17;(u) = H(y, 0), we have 
v* = 2(F( II) -F(U)); thus (1.3)(v) implies that z&u) + v* > 0 along this level 
curve. This implies that the boundary line A meets this level curve transver- 
sally. Inc.eed, if we compute the derivative dH/dp of H in the direction 
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tangent to /i, we find &I?/& = (p, M) .VH= /?f(u) + ~1). Thus on the line 
/I/a = u/u (say a # 0), (u/a) dH/dp = U.(U) + u2 > 0 along this level curve; 
this proves the transverse intersection (a similar proof works if fi # 0). 
Thus, e.g., if u(T(p)) ~0 (as in Fig. 3a), then au- flu is strictly decreasing 
at r = T(p); hence au( T(p)) - Bu’( T(p)) < 0 as desired. (A similar crossing 
would occur if u( T(p)) < 0). The orbit (u, u’) thus crosses 1 k times on 
0 < r < T(p); it clearly cannot cross 2 again on this range since this would 
force u to have (k + 1) zeros. Thus d,( T(p), p) < -kx, and the proof is 
complete. 1 
We remark that if (1.3)(v) is replaced by the stronger condition (1.4)(ii), 
then one can give an easier proof of the above claim. Thus if r is the largest 
zero of U(Y) ( = u(r, p)), on [0, T(p)], let Q = (0, u(Y)), Q = (u(J), u’(V)); cf. 
Fig. 3. Then u’(Y)+ (n- l)u(?)/Y=O so u(p) and u’(T) have opposite signs. 
Thus if u(F) < 0 (as in Fig. 3a), then u’(?) > 0 so the orbit (u, u’) crosses ;i 
once more going from A, to 0; a similar crossing occurs if u(T) > 0. 
Note that if we do not assume hypothesis (1.3)(v), then we can only 
assert that (u, u’) crosses 2 (k - 1) times, if tIO > 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Zf O. f 0, and p is near y, then v has (k + 1) zeros on 
I% T(P)I, and 0,-(k+3/2)x<#,(T(p),p)< -(k-ti)n. If hypothesis 
(1.3)(v) is replaced by (1.4)(ii), then 8,-(k+ 1)7c<~J,(T(p), p). Zf 
oO= -n/2, then -(k+:)n<q5,(T(p),p)< -klr. 
ProoJ By Lemma 3.3, u has k zeros on (r,, T(p)] (note that if 8,>0, 
r,, does not occur). Since v has one zero in [0, r,], we see that v has (k + 1) 
zeros on [0, T(p)]. Thus #,( T(p)) < - (k + ;)a, with equality holding only 
for the Neumann problem, B0 = 0. If o0 = - rc/2, then the argument given in 
the proof of Proposition 3.3 shows that +,(T(p), p) < -kx. 
Nowq4,(T(p),p)> -rc/2-(k+1)~>ti0-(k+$)R,since -7c/2~13,,-71/2. 
Assuming (1,4)(ii) to hold, if p is near y, we can find an F-C r,, (rO is defined 
e=e, 
(K52) 
-v 
(a) 
FIGURE 4 
(b) 
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in Lemma 3.3), such that U/P > (n - 1)/E We claim that for p near y, 
4,(T(p), ,))> 6,- (k+ 1)~ For, otherwise, we could find an r”=?(p) >? 
such that c(u(?) - jo’(i) = 0, and r” is maximal with respect to this equality. 
Thus 
(;+F) u(i)+f(u(i))=O. 
But 13~ < 0 implies u(?)u(r”) < 0 (cf. Fig. 5) which violates the last equality 
since uf(z, )> 0. Similarly if 8, = 0, then II(?) = 0 and the last equality implies 
thatf(u(i)) = 0, so u(J) = 0, which is again a contradiction since p is near y. 
Thus 4,(Jr(p), ~)>8,--(k+ l)rt, as asserted. 1 
Remarl-. Proposition 3.4 shows that if e0 20, and p is near y, 
(u(r, p), u (r, p)) crosses /i in k points on 0 <r < T(p). Proposition 3.5 
shows thz t if B0 < 0, then for p near y, the orbit crosses ;? in at most (k + 1) 
points and exactly k points if hypothesis (1.3)(v) holds. 
Now let NE Z, N 3 1, and consider the eigenvalue equation 
LP,b, = pb,, O<r6T(p),p>O. (3.2), 
Concerning this equation, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. Fix NE Z, N 3 1. Then: 
(i) if p > 0 is suffiiently large, p cannot be an eigenualue of LpN; 
(ii) if b, is a non-zero solution of (3.2), then for small r >O, 
b,(r) bL(,*)>O; 
(iii) b,(r)=Yd(r), where dtz C2 and d(O)#O. Thus if N> 1, 
b;(O)=0 
(a) ( b) 
FIGURE 5 
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ProoJ: The statement (i) is well known; cf. [8, Chap. 111. Now, 
since (f-lb;)‘= -r”-‘(f’(u)+ IZ,r-‘--p) b,, we have b,(r”-lb;)= 
-r”-‘(f’(u)+l,rp2 - ,u) b:. Integrating from 0 to r < E gives 
f’(u)++p) b,(s)* 4 
where the right-hand side is positive if E is small, since A&* is the domi- 
nant term in the second integral. For (iii), writing b,(r) = r”‘d(r), we find 
that d satisfies the equation 
d,,+2N+n-1 
d’ + (f’(u) - p) d = 0, 
r 
and it is a standard result that this equation has a unique smooth solution 
satisfying d(O)= 1, d’(0) =0 (see the appendix to [3] for a related 
result). 1 
Now let N > 1, and let a,,N be a (smooth) solution of (3.2),. We define 
4; by 
4%(r, p) = tan -‘(akN(rT P)la,dr9 p)), and set #N(r, p) = d”,(r, p). 
(3.31, 
Then if ,u is sufficiently large, the last lemma implies that (cf. Fig. 6) 
o>wm),P)>eo-~. (3.41, 
(b) @,<O 
FIGURE 6 
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The la it result we need before giving the proof of Proposition 3.2 is the 
following. 
LEMMA 3.7. For each fixed r, 0 < r < T(p), q5”, is a monotone increasing 
function df p. 
ProojI Since p is fixed, we will suppress the dependence of d”, on p, and 
since N is fixed, we shall write 4% simply as I$,. Now let p > v 2 0, and set 
z(r) = 4F (r) - 4”(r). We are to show that z(r) > 0 if 0 < r < T(p). Since N is 
fixed, we abbreviate ap,N by a,, in this proof. 
We have (r+‘aL)‘= -r”-‘(f’(u) +l,,,/r2 -I*) a,, and (f-l) a:)‘= 
-r”-‘(j ‘(u) + AN/r2 - v) a,; then multiply the first equation by a,, the 
second by a,, and subtract to get 
[rn-‘(aVaL - a,a:)]’ = fp3a,a,(p - v). (3.5) 
Since we may assume (from Lemma 3.6) that the right-hand side is positive 
for r rear 0, we have after integrating from r=O to r=E>O, 
~“-‘(a~a; - apa:) > 0 so 6” - ‘(ah/a, - aL/a,)(&) > 0, or Tan 4r > Tan by 
on 0 f r $ E, and so c$~ > d,, on this range. Thus, z(r) > 0 for r near 0. Now 
let F be the first point (if it exists), where z(Y)=O. Since dr satisfies the 
equation 
qS;= -sin2$,-- 
n-l 
Tsin’fj,- 
( 
f’(u)+%-ic cos2fj~, 
) 
and 4, satisfies a similar equation (with p replaced by v), we have 
z’ = (sin2 dp - sin2 4,) + !$ (sin 2dp - sin 24,) 
+ 
( 2 
f’(u) + J (cos2 q$ - cos2 4”) + p cos2 q5, - v cos2 (b,,. 
Thus, i.‘(F) = (p-v) cos’ fj,(U) > 0 if cos’ Ql,(r) #O. If co? @U(T) = 0, 
we corlpute z”(T) = 0, and z”‘(Y) = (c&,(?))~ (~cos~~,(J))(v--) = 
( 1)2 (-:!)(v - cl) >O. We conclude no such F can exist and the lemma is 
proved. m 
Prooj of Proposition 3.2. We suppose first that 0, > 0. Since Lemma 3.7 
shows t rat &‘( T(p), p) is a montone continuous function of p, it follows 
from PI oposition 3.4, and Eq. (3.4), , that there exist exactly k positive 
number; p,, p2, . . . . pk such that 
@(T(P), P)=&-A j = 1, 2, . . . . k; 
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cf. Fig. 7. To each such ,uj, there corresponds a function B, f 0 such that 
the following inequalities hold: 
L’;Bj=pjBj, O<r< T(p) 
B,(O)=O=aB,(T(p))-/?B;(T(p)). 
That is, the p;s comprise the set of positive eigenvalues of LT. This proves 
the theorem if t$, > 0. The same argument works for the case &, < 0; thus 
the proof of Proposition 3.2 is complete. 
We now turn our efforts to showing that d,(T(p), p) = 40,(7(p), p) (cf. 
(3.3),) is close to 4, (T(p), p) E dy(T(p), p), if p is near y. This will imply, 
just as in the proof of Proposition 3.2, that for p near y, L% has k positive 
eigenvalues. 
From hypothesis (1.3)(i), we know that f’(u) < 0 if A < u < y, for some 
A > 0. Proposition 2.2 says that for p near y, p lies in the domain of T. Thus 
the function p + TA( p), where 
4TA(p), PI = A (3.6) 
(here TA(p) is minimal with respect to this property), is well defined on 
A<p<y, ifp is near y. 
LEMMA 3.8. TA(p) --+ cc asp 7 y. 
Proof This is similar to [S, Lemma 4.21. 
We remind the reader that uN is a (smooth) solution of (2.18), (2.19), 
and, according to Lemma 3.6, we may assume that aN(r) < 0 on some 
interval 0 < r < E < TA(p). Concerning such functions, we have the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.9. Zf O<rdTA(p), then for any N>l, ah(r)<O, and 
UN(I) < 0. 
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Proof. If 0 <r < E, we have 
(f-la;)‘= - 
( 
f’(u(r, p))++) rnplaN<O, 
since E <: TA(p). Hence ah < 0 on 0 <r < E. Were there a first point F, 
~<!<7~A(p), for which a’,(f)=O, then a,(r)<0 on O<r<f so 
(r”- ‘ah r))‘< 0 on this interval. Integrating from 0 to F gives the con- 
tradiction al,(J)<O. Thus ah(r)<< if O<r<TA(p), and so a,(r)<0 on 
this inte val. u 
Recall that the angles q+,,,(r, p), NB 1, 0 < p < y are defined by (cf. 3.3)N 
with p= 0) 
LEMM I 3.10. Let IV> M> 1; then 
O<4A4TA(P)> P)-h(TA(Ph PHL 
TA(p)” 
(3.7) 
where c > 0 is independent of p. 
Proof. Since GMT~(P), P) - glM(TA(~), P) 6 &(TA(p), P) - 
q5,(TA(~), p), it suffices to prove that (3.7) holds if M= 1. We have 
( 
I 
(r+‘a’,)‘+ f’(u(r, p))+” 
r2 > 
F1ah,=O, 
> 
r”-‘a, =O. 
Multiply the first equation by a,, the second by aN, and subtract to get 
or 
If we in egrate this from r = 0 to r = TA(p), we find 
( TA)“-’ aN( TA) a,( T”)[Tan dN( TA) - Tan q5,(TA)] 
= 
i ‘A (A, - A,) a, aNrnp 3 dr; 0 
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this shows that Tan dN(TA(p), p) - Tan dL( TA(p), p) > 0, so that the 
mean-value theorem gives 4,~( TA(p), p) - #,( TA(p), p) > 0. Moreover, 
dividing this last equation by (TA)n-l aN(T and using 
Lemma 3.8, we have (assuming n > 2), 
Tan 4ATAb), p) -Tan h(T’%), P) 
since -ar(T,(p), p)> l/c, for p near y, where c1 >O is independent of p. 
Hence since a, satisfies the u’ equation (and is a C*-function), a, dr = du, 
Tan $N(TA(~)y P) - Tan ~,(T%J), P) (A, -iNI <Cl (TA)2 s AedU p
cl(+u(y-A) Q (772 . 
Again using the mean-value theorem, we see that (3.7) (with M= 1 ), holds. 
If n = 2, write uN(r) = rb,(r) (u,(O) = 0 if N> 1 by Lemma 3.6) and note 
that b, satisfies the equation 
(r3bh)’ + Y3 
( 
y +f’(dr, PI) > b, = 0. 
This shows that bb < 0 if 0 < r < TA(p). Then as in (3.8) we have 
Tan hd%h PI-Tan dO’%)~ P) 
2, -1, 
I 
TA bN(r) al(r) 
=(T”)2 0 ipqigPjdr 
A 
G 
c,(& -A,) 
(T/i)2 f p -duG 
and this completes the proof of the lemma. 1 
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LEMMA, 3.11. For allr>O, 4,,,(r, P)>dM(r,p) ifN>M. 
Proof. For r < T’Q), the result is a consequence of the last lemma. If 
there is :t point r with t+dN(r, p) = d,,,(r, p) then let r be the first such point 
and set .:(r, p) = qSN(r, p) - 4M(r, p). Then since 
qbi = - ‘+ sin 2bi 
cos’ 4;- sin’ @i, i=M or N, 
we have 
n-l zI= -- 2r (sin 2dN - sin 24,) -f’(u)(cos2 $N - cos’ dM) 
AM - (sin2 ~5~ -sin2 fjM) - 9 cos’ dN f yz C0s2 #M, (3.9) 
and 
z’(C P) = 
AM-AN - cos2 $hM(F, p). r2 
It follovrs that z’(T; p) > 0 if i,(Y, p) = 4N(f, p) is not an odd multiple of 
z/2, ant. in this case we see that no such ? can exist. It remains to show 
that dM (?, p) = cJ~(F; p) cannot be an odd multiple of rc/2. Thus, suppose 
that $,,,(T, p)=QIN(?, p) = - (2j+ 1)($2); see Fig. 8. Define R by 
ah (i?) = 0; then by hypothesis, $,,,(K, p) > 4, (ir, p). As above, we have 
[r”-‘(ahaM - aha,)]’ = (A, - A,) rn- 3aNaM, 
a’ 
l(aM(?), a’,(F)) 
‘(a,(?), a’,(r)) 
*a 
FIGURE 8 
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so if we integrate this from r = i? to r = ?, we get 
r*- ‘(ahaM -aLaN)Ii,=(i,-n,)JiaM(r)aN(r)rn--Idr. 
But as the left-hand side is negative and the right-hand side is positive, we 
get a contradiction. This completes the proof. 1 
We next show that d,(Q), p) is close to dl(T(p), p) if p is near y. In 
proving this, we shall assume f(b) ~0; the modifications necessary if 
f(b) = 0 will be left to the reader. We consider the region W= W, u W- 
in (u, a)-space, determined by the line u = A, and the level curve 
H(u, u) = F(y), as depicted in Fig. 9. 
For orbits (u( ., p), u( ., p)) with p near y, let T,(P) be defined by 
~Tz(P), P) = 4 T,(P)’ T,(P), and T, is minimal with respect to these 
properties. (Thus T,(p) is the second “time” that the orbit meets u = A, 
while T,(p) denotes the first “time” that it meets this line; cf. (3.6).) Then 
T,(p) - T,(p) denotes the “time” that the orbit spends outside of W as it 
goes from the line u = A back to itself. The next lemma states that this 
quantity is bounded independently of p; we defer the proof to the appendix 
of this paper. 
LEMMA 3.12. There exists a constant k > 0 and a point pO, A < p0 < y, 
such that ifpO ,< p < y, then T,(p) - T,(p) <k. 
In what follows, the quantities c, ci, k;, and k will denote constants 
independent of p. We remind the reader that we are assuming with no loss 
of generality that f’(y) < - 1; cf. (*) in Section 2. 
Now if p is near y, we see from Lemma 3.10 that z(r, p) = bN(r, p) - 
4j,(r, p) is small, for O<r,< T, 01). Using (3.9), we can write 
z’= -2(cos2t)z+(l -f’(u))(sin2~)2 
(3.10) 
;=A 
FIGURE 9 
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for some intermediate points 5 and II, Thus since z > 0 (Lemma 3.11), we 
have for T,(p) < r < T,(p) (cf. Lemma 2.1), 
Ml 
z/G T,(P) 
M3 c 
z -+- Mzz + Tl(p)2 G Mz+ 7-(p)2 
for some: constants Mi and A4, independent of p. Multiplying this last 
inequality by e - Mr and integrating from T,(p) to r d T,(p) gives 
z(r,p)$z(T,)e”“~“‘+~(e”“711-1) 
I 
$$e”*+qeV’-l), 
1 MT: 
where w: have used Lemmas 3.10 and 3.12. Thus if T,(p)< r< T,(p), 
k 
z(r, p) 6 - 
T,(P)~’ 
k independent of p. (3.11) 
Hence c$, and $N are close at least until the orbit (u(r, p), u(r, p)) enters 
the regic n W, . 
Now :he “time” that the orbit (u, u‘) spends in W, is not uniformly 
boundec in p, since for p close to y, the orbit again comes close to y, and 
in fact, r increases in W,. However, we can still control z, as we shall 
show. In order to do this, we need some notation. Let Q(P), ccl(p), .. . . N,(P) 
be the u coordinates of the intersection points of the orbit (u( ., p), u’( ., p)) 
with tht positive u axis, y <q,(p) = p > al(p) > ... > a,(p) > A, and let 
TN(p) lie defined by u(T”(p),p)=q(p), O<ids<k. Finally, let T./(p) 
be detir ed by u(Ty (p), p) = u,(p), 1 <j< k, T,(p) = T;(p) < T:(p) = 
T,(p) < . < T,(p); see Fig. 10. 
Now we shall use the differential equation (3.10) for z and show that 
althougl z grows in W,, z(Ty(p)) < c(y - c~~(p))~-” for some E < l/k. 
There is then a small time (uniformly bounded in p for p near y), from 
T:(p) to the time r(p), for which gSN(t(p))= -742, and so 
z(r)<c(y-c~,(~))~-~. Then in W-, z decreases from r to Tt, and we 
prove a 1 estimate of the form z(Tt(p))<c(y--a,(~))~-“. Using the fact 
that (y--a,(p)) is of the same order as (y-ai( if i#j, we can repeat the 
above a :gument to show that z( T(p)) is uniformly small for p near y. We 
proceed now with the details. 
Let f (y) = -p, p > 1 (recall from Section 2 that this entails no loss of 
generali y); then given 6 > 0, we take u so close to y that 
(P-WY -u) <f(u) d (P + SHY - u). (3.12) 
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u=B u=A 
FIGURE 10 
We assume that A is so close to y as to makef’(u) -f’(y) < 6 on A < u d y. 
We also assume from now on, unless otherwise stated, that p is chosen so 
close to y as to render all of our previous results valid. 
LEMMA 3.13. There is a constant c, > 0, independent of p such that 
(Y--i(P))‘T~-_1(P)~C1. 
Proof Let F(;(y) - F(A) = 3~; choose p0 < y such that p0 < p < y implies 
F(p,) - F(A) > 2~ and such that the total energy loss along the entire orbit 
segment (u(r, p), u’(r, p)), 0 <r < T(p) is at most q (cf. Proposition 2.2). 
Finally, let B < 0 be chosen so that F(B) = F(A). Then 
F(a,-,)-F(r,)=(n-1)S:: cdr 
T,-I 
v2 dr, 
where T,= T,(p) > Tf- 1(p) = T:‘_, is the first time that the orbit meets 
u = B on its journey from u = A (cf. Fig. 10). Thus 
2(W&>(A-B)fi 
TB ’ 2T;-, ’ 
since for p near y, T,(p) - Tf- ,(p) < const., independent 
appendix). Next 
4ai~I)-F(li)=~~~-‘flu)du~ jM;‘+’ (p++)(y-u 
of p (cf. the 
) du 
580/89/2-l I 
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It follow:S that 
so that 
and this proves the lemma. 1 
LEMMf. 3.14. There is a constant c2, independent of p such that 
Ty(P)-T’(p)gci-~ln(g-rr,(p)). (3.13) 
ProojI 
Tj”(p)-T”(p)=j:‘(p’$ 
and as I‘(U) + u2/2 > F(a,(p)), we have 
Thus 
T”(p)- Tf(p)${Xi 
du 
A J1-6 (y-u)2-(y-a;)2 
1 
=--- 
Ji=J 
cash - ’ 
1 
= c2 - ~ ln(y - a,), 
J= 
as desiri:d. 1 
Now let Z(T, p) =#N(r, ~)-+4~(r, p); then from (3.10) with M= 1, we 
have z 2: 0 and 
n-l 
z’=2r(sin2qS-sin2$,)- -I+/‘+$) 
( 
x (co2 (bN - cos2 4,) - AN-4 
( > 
- 
r2 ax2 (bw, (3.14) 
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where f’ = f’( u( r, p)). The mean-value theorem gives 
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z’=q(cos2r)z+(l-f’)(-sin2<)=+0(-$). 
Now for any 6 > 0, we can choose p so close to y as to have -f’ < p + 6 
and (n- l)(cos 2q)/r ~6 for r> T,(p) (cf. Fig. 11); 6 will be chosen below. 
Then 
z’ < (p + 1 + 26)( -sin 2g)z + 0( l/r*). (3.15) 
In order to analyze this equation, we choose certain constants, as follows: 
let E < l/k (recall that k denotes the given nodal class); 
let (T < i, and choose 6 > 0 so that the following hold: 
2(P+J)>2-E 
p-6 ’ 
p - 6 > 1 (recall p > 1 ), and 
2+E>(2+E/w +P+w 
1+/L-6 . 
(Then we choose A so close to y that (3.12) is valid.) 
We claim that for p near y (cf. Fig. 1 l), 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
u=A 
FIGURE 11 
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Now assllming (3.18), we shall show that 
z(R) G C(Y - a,(P))2-“, T;(p) < R < T;(p). 
Thus, (3.14) and (3.18) give 
(3.19) 
k 
z’<Mz+,, MJl+P+2S)(2i&/2)J= 
r l+p-6 
f 
so that for T;‘(p) <R < T;Y@), 
s R z(R) <e W-T2)z(~1)+eMR e-Mr T2 
6 eMcR ~ T*)z( T,) + - @f(R-Td- 1) 
k, f eMcR ~ T2)z( T2) + - e M(R - T2) 
MT; 
where WI: have used (3.11) and we denoted Tt by T,. Thus 
z(R)Gke 
T,2 
M+Td<&M(T;Y--2) 
’ T; 
<I(,--rq) e 4 M(C2-(1/Jzr5IIn+-al) 9 
Cl 
where w : have used Lemma 3.13 and (3.13). It follows that 
z(R)~C~(Y-~,)4~(2+~/2)(1+lr+26)/(l+r~6) 
< c(y - c1*)2-E, 
in view If (3.17); this is (3.19). It remains to prove (3.18). 
We hitve 
sin24,-(f’(u)+$)cos2(,-sin’), 
= -cos’f$, 
L 
tan2q5,+ +tan$,+(f’(u)+$)], 
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so that if T;(p) d r c T?(p), cos’ d1 #O so 4; =0 when the above term 
in square brackets vanishes. That is, 4; = 0 on T:(p) < r< T;Y(~) if 
A = h(r), where 
n-l 
-Tan$, =- 2r +J((n-1)/2r)2-(f’(u)+I,/rZ) 
Now if -Tan d1 < ,/&!I, then bi > $, so ~5; > 0 and hence ~$i(r) could 
never reach -n/2. It follows that -Tan ~$i > ,/&& on the interval. 
Since we have assumed p > 1, 
-sin 24, = 
because 4(x) = x( 1 + x*)-i is decreasing if x 2 1. Let 
R(p) = sup 
i 
r l [T;(p), T:(p)]: -sin 2c < (2+@L/CL4 
1 l+p-6 ’ 
and note that the above set is non-void, since if r = T:(p) then z is small, 
so r is close to #i for p near 5. Now sin( -25) < sin( -24,) + 2(5 - 4,) < 
sin( - 24,) + 2z. If R(p) < T,(p), then on some subinterval of 
c WP), V(P)), 
sin(-2t)>(2+E)m 
1 +p-6 
SO 
&3 
22 2 ( 2+; > 2@ 42 - 1+/L-6 l+@=l+p-6. 
But this is impossible as z -+ 0 ifp is near y on any such subinterval, in view 
of (3.19) with R = R(p). Thus R(p) = TN(p), and this proves that (3.18) 
holds so that (3.19) also holds. 
We now consider z(r, p) for r > T?(p); see Fig. 11. So, let r > T;(p); we 
claim that 
hV3P) + W73P)) < -742. (3.20) 
Thus 
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for some ntermediate point z, T;(p) < z < T:(p) + 2z(Tr(p)). Since 
f$k(r, p)= -s~-(/‘+$)cos2fjN-sin2~N, 
and z(Tt(p)) is small if p is near y, (bN(z) is near &(T), which in turn is 
approximately equal to b,(Ty(p))= -7c/2. Thus, #(N(z, p) < - 1 if p is 
near y. It follows that 
i,(Tr+2z(Tr))-(z(r:)-~) 
=cb,(T~+2z(T;Y))-(6,(T;Y)< -4T3 
and this proves (3.20). Hence d,,,(Q), p) = - 42 for some r(p), 
Tr(p) G,:(p) < T:(p)+ 2z(Ty(p)). It follows that z(p) is uniformly 
bounded in p. Moreover, 
z(z(P),P)~cc(Y-C11(P))2-E, (3.21) 
since z(p) - T?(p) is uniformly bounded (this is the same argument that 
led from (3.7) to (3.10)). 
We claim that 
ZV;‘(P), PI <4y - ap))“-“. 
First we show that T;‘(p) > z(p); this is easy since 
(3.22) 
where k is an upper bound for -v. Thus 7’;‘(p) is uniformly bounded 
away fro n T?(p); on the other hand, for p near y, z(p) + T?(p). It follows 
that T;(P) > T(P) if p is near to y. 
We new show (3.22). We have (cf.(3.9)) 
If we de,ine b by 
b(r)= - 
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we have 
z’ ,< b(r)z + k/r2. 
Let B’(r) = b(r); then multiplying the z’ equation by es(‘) and integrating 
from r = T?(p) to r = T:(p) gives 
z(Wp), PI Q e 
T$ eB(‘)-w:) 
B(T~)-BB(Tf)z( TF) + k I, r2 dr. (3.23) 
I 
We shall first show that 
expCB(TY(p)) - B(TS))l G 4~ - ~I(~))2-“. 
To this end, note that we may write 
(3.24) 
b(r)= - 
for some intermediate points <, q. Also, if Ty < r < Tf , 
n-1 
u’(r) = - - r u-f(u) 
n-l 
<-- TN u-(P--NY-u) 
I 
n-l 
G -To-(p-b)(y-aI) 
1 
= -(n-lb-(~-@(y-al) T? 
T;Y 
But from Lemma3.13, (y-a,) TT2(y-aI) Tg’>cI/(y-a,), so that 
u’ < 0 on this interval, if p is near y. Hence Tan d1 > 0 on this interval so 
that if Ty<rd Tf, 
Also, 
sin 24, = 2Tanh ,. 
l+Tan’& ’ 
s T: n-1 - - cos(2[) dr T; r 
(D=Tf-T;) 
=(l-n)ln(l+D/Ty) 
3 (1 -n) D/T?. 
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But if Q(T) = u( T:(p), p), then Q(p) < 0 and 
if p is ne;lr y (since u is bounded; cf. Lemma 2.1). Hence 
(3.25) 
It follow:~ from Lemma 3.13 that 
s 
T: n-l 
T: 
--cos(2t)dr>(l -n) 
2lQl 
r (P--6) m-d 
>2lQl (1 -n) 1 
’ b-4 wJ-%) 
,2(1-N IQ1 ~1 (y-cc,). / 
(P-4 ' 
thus fror ‘1 Lemma 2.1 again, 
s 
T? n-l 
T: 
--cos(2<)drd 4(n(1,1)yoc1(y--a,). 
r 
(3.26) 
Next, 
T: 
Z= 
T  ’ 
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where t is defined as above by +,+,(~(p), p)= -x/2. Now on ~<‘r,< Tt, if 
p is close to y, 
z’= - ~cos(2C)+(f.‘+$+l)sin(2d)+~cos2~,, 
where -71~4~ ~5, A<dN< -n/2 (since 
I 
n-1 tanq$, =+= -- J-W<, 
r V 
if r is large), we see that sin 24 >O, and hence z’< 0 on this r interval. 
Hence 
<c(y-a,)*-“D 
<<(y-a,)‘-“, 
where we have used (3.21) and (3.25). Moreover, 
-/.-$++dr(k(r-Tf), 
But as we have seen above, T;y < T  < Tf/ + 2z( T;Y), so T - Tf” ,< 24 T;Y) < 
47 -al)*-‘, from (3.19). Thus, 
J ( ;;: ff+$- 1) cos(2q)z dr 
~<k,(y-a,)‘-“+k2(y-a,)2-“. (3.27) 
Next, as sin 24, > 0 on Tt < r < Ty, if p is near y, 
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=2pj* (b- 1 )/r)u +f(u) 
al u2 + (((n- l)/r)u)* +f’+ (2(n- 1)/r) vf d” 
Q2p I 
* (1 +o)f(u)du 
01, (0’ + f2Y2 
(a is near 0 for p near y) 
(P + NY - ~1 du 
= -4Pu+q32(1+;~d) lnC(~+1--6)(Y-~)2-(Y-~1)211~, 
=k--4p(I+~)~(l+~~~)~hC(p+l-~)(~-~I)2-(Y-~I)21 
=k-k4p(l +~)s(l +imh)iln (P-@(Y-~~)* 
p+6 1 
=k’+4p(l +fJ)- p-6 (1 +p-qln(y-a~J 
p++&/(T:)*+ 1 +p-6 
=k’+4(1 +a)- 
P-6 (1 +P-6) 
WY - a 1 ). 
Now sinte 4(p + 6)/(p - 6) > 2 -E (by (3.16)), we see that for p near y (so 
that 0 is near 0), 
~+Sj.,l(T:)2+l+~-->22_ 4(1-a)- 
P-6 1+/i-6 
9 
and thus 
If we nolv combine this with (3.26) and (3.27), we find, for p near y, 
B(T;Y(p))-B(T:(p))~k+ln(y-a,)*“, (3.28) 
so that ( 3.24) holds. Thus from (3.19) and (3.23) 
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But from arguments similar to those which led to (3.28), we have, for 
T:(P) G r 52 T:(P), 
exp[B(r)-B(Tt)] <k(y-a1)2-” 
if p is near y. Thus 
s 
Ti ev[B(r) - NT?)1 dr 
TC/ r2 
wY-d2- I 
Ti dr 
TN 7 
(A TN) 
=k(y-ap GATN’ 
3 1 
Qk(y-a,Y-‘&, 
3 1 
where we have used (3.25). But from Lemma 3.13, ~,A(p)(y-a,(~))*~:,, 
and from Lemma 3.12, T:(p)- T;(p) is uniformly bounded. Thus 
T:(p)(y - a*(~))~ 2 k, so that 
1 
T~expCB(r)--(T:)]<k(y~a,),-i(y~a2)?~ 
7-r r* ’ TY’ 
But again from Lemma 3.13, Ty(p)(y - ~1,)~ >, T$(p)(y - a,)2 >, c,; thus 
(y - a1)2 B c,/T;Y(p), and this gives 
5 G exp[B(r)-B(T:)] TY r* dr<k(y-a1)3-“(y-a2)2. 
If we show that 
this will imply 
s 
T~exP[B(r)-B(Tf)I~r<k(y-~,)5-’ 
T;” r2 
\ 9 
which, together with (3.29), will prove (3.24). 
To show (3.30), we have 
F(a,)-F(a2)=Ia’f(u)du~(~-S)Sa’(y-u) 
w at 
(3.30) 
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and, on tile other hand, from energy considerations, 
where PI =8,(p) is such that N?,(P), P)=O, T?(P) <PI(p) < T,Ntp); cf. 
Fig. 10. Thus, with b defined in (1.3), 
It follows that 
so that flom Lemma 3.13, 
C> 
c 
cl’T:b-~1) 
22 
and this :ives (3.30). 
We smnmarize what has been proved so far. Referring to Fig. 11, there 
are four ,;teps: 
(i) From u=p to u=A (O<r<T;‘(p)), 
const 
zmw P) <A 
T,(P) 
(by Lemma 3.10). 
(ii) From u=A to u=A (Tf(p)<r< T<(p)), 
z(r, P) < const z(Tf(p), p) (by (3.11)). 
(iii) In W, (T:(p)< r< T:(p)), 
:tr, P) Qconst[ztT$(p), p) + 1/Tf(pj2] exp M(r - T:(p)) 
< const(y - ~r,(p))~-” (by (3.19) ff.). 
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(iv) In We (T;Y(p)<r<T:(p)), 
z(r, P) <const z(T;Y(p), P (Y -GI~(P))~-’ 
d (Y - dp))“-” (by (3.22k(3.30)). 
NOW we may repeat this procedure, namely (using (3.30)) 
(i)’ From u=A to u=A (T$‘(p)<r<T,A(p)), 
z(r, p) d const z(Tf(p), p) < const(y - a,(p))“-“; 
(ii)’ In W, (T:(p) ,< r < T:(p)), 
dry PI G constCz( KY(p), p) + l/T:(p)*] exp M(r - T:(p)) 
< const(y - CY,(~))~-~&; 
(iii)’ In W- (T:(p) < r < T:(p)), 
41, P) d const z(T,N(p), P)(Y - ~~(p))~-& 
<const(y-a,(p))4-2E. 
Repeating this procedure k times gives 
z(T(p), P) 6 const(y - ~,(p))‘-~” 
G const(y - u,(p)). 
We have thus proved the following proposition, 
PROPOSITION 3.15. Fix NE Z + , N > 1, and let 6 > 0 be given. Then there 
is a point ps, 0 < ps < y, such that ifps d p < y, 
O<~,(T(P),P)-~,(T(P),P)<~. (3.31) 
We may use this last result to show that if p is near y, q5,(T(p), p) 
satisfies inequalities similar to those satisfied by d,( T(p), p); cf. Proposi- 
tions 3.4 and 3.5. 
PROPOSITION 3.16. Given any N> 1, there is a point a,,,, 0 < uN < y, for 
which 
&-(k+l)n<4,(T(~),~)<&-k~~ if a,,<p=zy. (3.32) 
Proof: From Propositions 3.4 and 3.5, there is a point PN, O<p,< y, 
such that if j?,,, < p < y, 
f9,-(k+ 1)7x #,(T(P), P) 1 
{ 
- kn, if 8,>0 or @,= - 7~12 
-(k+ t>? if 8, d 0. 
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Thus theie is an E > 0 for which 
?,-(k+1)71<~1(T(P),P)<80-k7c-&, ON< P<Y. 
Now choose 6 =E in Proposition 3.15, and let ~~=rnax(/?~, pa). If 
tlN 6 p < I, then from Lemma 3.11 and Proposition 3.15, 
e,-(k+l)n<~,(T(~),p)<~,(T(p),p) 
<~(T(P),P)+~<&-~T 
as desirecl. 1 
Now joist as the proof of Proposition 3.2 follows from the inequalities in 
Proposition 3.4, the proof of Theorem 3.1 follows from the inequalities 
(3.32). 1 hus the proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete, in the case that 
f’(y) < - 1. If this condition is not fulfilled, we replacefby A’f, where i > 0 
and A’f’( y) < - 1. Since there is a l-l correspondence between the positive 
eigenvah es of the two problems 
Aw(x)+f’(u)w=pw, I4 CR, 
NW(X) - /? dw(x)/dn = 0, Ixl=R 
(A) 
(where or satisfies (1.1) (1.2) on 1x1 6R), and 
AZ(Y) + n*f’(ii)z( y) = vz, I.4 < R/k 
aw( y) - np dw( y)/dn = 0, IYI = WA 
03) 
(where i satisfies dii(y)+A*f(ii(y))=O, on (yl <R/L, G(y)-@dii(y)/dn 
= 0, on 1 y( = R(1)), we see that Theorem 3.1 holds even if f’(r) > - 1. 
Thus Tt eorem 3.1 is completely proved. 
4. INI~INITESIMAL SYMMETRY-BREAKING-THE UNIVERSALITY THEOREM 
In thii section we shall prove two theorems on infinitesimal symmetry 
breaking for radial solutions of (2.3), (2.4) which lie in the kth nodal class 
off (i.e. which satisfy (2.7)). These theorems differ depending on whether 
f satisfies hypotheses (1.3) or the stronger hypotheses (1.4). Before giving 
the statements, we need some notation. 
Let f satisfy (1.3) and set (cf. Lemma 2.1) 
M=sup((f’(u)l: b<u<y}. 
Next, le; pL1 denote the principal eigenvalue of the radial Laplacian A, on 
the unit ball in Iw” (i.e., A, = d*/dr* + (n - 1) r-‘d/dr), with the boundary 
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conditions u’(0) = 0 = au( 1) - /?a’( 1)). Let CE’, and C& be the constants 
associated with Bessel’s equation, defined by (2.10), and recall that A, 
denotes the Nth eigenvalue of the Laplacian on S”- ‘; cf. (2.13). 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume f satisfies (1.4), and consider radial solutions of 
(2.3), (2.4) in the kth nodal class off Let N, be the integer defined by 
c I min NEZ,: -A,>(c~,)~+~~), 
N,= if 
-71/2<0,<0, 
min{NEZ+: - 1, > c4g2 + PI 19 
(4.1) 
if -O<&<n/2. 
Then for every integer N> N,, there are k distinct points p;“, . . . . pc in the 
open interval (0, y), for which Eq. (2.18), (2.19) (with p = pz, m = 1, . . . . k), 
have non-trivial solutions. 
Thus the symmetry must break infinitessimally on k distinct radial solu- 
tions for all sufficiently large modes, i.e., for all N > N,,. Furthermore, the 
integer N, is “universal” in the sense that it is independent of the particular 
function f: 
If now f satisfies the weaker conditions (1.3) we also have the following 
theorem. (Recall the definition of j? radial solutions of (2.3), (2.4) in the 
kth nodal class exist if ~7 < p < y; cf. Proposition 2.2.) 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume f satisfies (1.3) and consider radial solutions of 
(2.3), (2.4) in the kth nodal class off: Let N, be the integer defined by 
N,=min{N,(p):p<p<y}, 
where 
N,(p)=min{NEZ+: -AN>MT(p)‘+p,). 
(4.2) 
Then given any integer N > N,, there are k distinct points qy, . . . . q: in the 
open interval (p, y) for which Eqs. (2.18) (2.19) (with p=qL, m= 1, . . . . k) 
have non-trivial solutions. 
Thus here again the symmetry breaks infinitesimally on k distinct radial 
solutions, for all N 2 N1. But, however, in this case the integer N, depends 
on f: Note too that for positive solutions of the Dirichlet problem (/I = 0), 
it was shown in [4] that if f(0) 2 0, the symmetry cannot break 
infinitesimally. This result is consistent with our theorems since for such 
solutions k = 0. 
We shall give the complete proof of Theorem 4.1; the reader should have 
no difficulty in supplying the details for proving Theorem 4.2. Having 
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established Theorem 3.1, the proof of Theorem 4.1 is completed by the 
following result. 
PROPO'ITION 4.3. Let f satisfy ( 1.4) and let No be defined by (4.1). Then 
for p nea: 0 and N 2 N,, , L% has negative spectrum. 
Proof We shall give the details for the case -x/2 d 0, < 0; the proof 
for the other case is similar. Now No is the smallest positive integer for 
which 
We define an inner product on VP (cf. (2.20)) by 
(4, I)) =6” 4(r)@(r) m-l dr. 
The specrum of each operator L% consists of real eigenvalues; let 1 be one 
such, where N>N,. Then writing Tz T(p) and q(r)=f’(u(r, p))+AN/r2, 
we have, for some 4 E YP, 
Now let r = ST, tj(s) = &ST); then as 
= T-2 $(s)[s”-I$” + (n - 1) s”-*tj’] ds, 
and 
it follows that 
40 I n;l+“-ldr 
- 
11411’ 
= T-2 
s ’ W) 2Sn--l ds 0 
<T-*/L,, (4.5) 
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where p, is as defined above. Next, 
f’(u) + 2) r,h2r’*- ’ dr 
=Tn-’ 
C 
j; T’l’(u)~2s”‘ds+i,i~*2s”-3d~] 
=TnP2 -[’ T’f’(u)$2s”2ds+Lyj; $2s”-‘ds]. 
i 
(4.6) 
0 
Choose E > 0 so small that f’(0) > E and -1, >p, + (f’(0) + a) 
(S’(O)--&)-’ (c$)~. For this E, take pi so close to 0 that f’(O) --a < 
f’(u(r, P)) <f’(O) + 4 0 < P < P1, 0 < r < T(p). On this range, f(u)/u = 
f’(T)>f(O)-5 u = u(r, p). Setting g(u) = (f’(0) - E)u gives f(u)/u 3 
g(w)/w, O< w, u<p. It follows from [7, Lemma 4.41, that T(p)<a,,,,, 
where (T,,~ = p$$f’(O) - E) and where we have used Proposition 2.4, with 
A =f’(O) -E. Using Lemma 2.5, we find (Tn,k = c&/,/f-, so that for 
O<p<pl and u=u(., p), 
s ’ Ty’+) $2~‘+’ d&‘,,)2f’(o)+E 0 .f’(o)- lo1 W2 sn- ’ ds. 
Combining this with (4.4)-(4.6) gives 
f ‘(0) + E 
PI+~,(~)-~(c:,)~+~-N 
I 
f'(O)+& 
~l+~,(~)-~(~:n)Z+4vo <O> 1 
as desired. 1 
If - 1r/2 < B. < 0 (which includes both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary 
conditions), we can give an easier proof of a yet stronger result. To this 
end, let 
N,=min{NEE+: -jl,>(&J2}. (4.7) 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Suppose -z/2 d tlo < 0, and let N2 be defined by (4.7). 
Then for p near 0 and N 2 N,, L% has only negative spectrum. 
Proof. For p near 0, T,(p) is near pi;“,; thus there is a 6 > 0 and p2 > 0 
such that -A,> Tag (f'(0) + a), O<p<pz. We may assume that for 
0 < p < p2 and 0 ,< r < To(p), 0 <f’(u(r, p)) <f ‘(0) + 6. Then if N 3 N2, 
0 < p < p2, and LpN$ = A#, 1\q511= 1, we have, upon integrating by parts, 
5X0:89/2-12 
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T(P) = 
J { q5(r”- *qY)’ + q@r”- ’ ) dr 0 
= I’(p)“-’ #(T(p)) ~‘(T(p))-~oT’p) r”- ‘4” dr +JoTCP’ q@r”-’ dr 
*T(P) 
< 44 *r”-’ dr CO, 
‘0 
since ~(?YP)) d’(W))dO. I 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let NE Z + , N >, No. From Proposition 3.16, 
there is a point p near y for which #N( T(p), p) < 0,, - kn, and Proposi- 
tion 4.3 implies the existence of a point q near 0 for which 
O> #N(l’(q), q) > do- 7~; (#,,, is defined in (3.3),, p= 0; i.e., #,,,(r, p) = 
tan-‘(a;,(r, p)/uN(r, p))). Since dam(T) is connected (Proposition 2.3), the 
intermeciate value theorem shows that there are points pi (j= 1, . . . . k), 
O<P,< Pjt1 < y, for which b,,,( T(p,), pi) = 8, -Jr. That is, 0 is in the 
spectrunl of each operator L%, j= 1, . . . . k. This completes the proof. a 
In or ler to prove Theorem 4.2, we need the following analogue of 
Proposil ion 4.3. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let f satisfy (1.3), and let N, be defined by (4.2). Let 
q E: (P, y I satisfy N,(q) = N,. Then if NZ N,, L$ has negative spectrum. 
Proof If N k N1, u = u( ., q), T= T(q), and L~c$ = A$, then 
f'(u)+?) #‘r”--’ dr 
6[0T(A4+$)#2r”~‘dr 
Hence f in the proof of Proposition 4.3 we replace (4.6) by this inequality 
we find 
and tb: result follows. 1 
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As above, if - 7112 < 0,~ 0, we may replace N, by N,, where 
N,=min(R,(p):p<:p<y), 
where 
N,(p)=min{NEZ+: -,IN>MT(p)‘}. 
Finally, the proof of Theorem 4.2 follows easily from Propositions 3.15 and 
4.5. 
APPENDIX: PROOF OF LEMMA 3.12 
Let B satisfy 
b<B<A<y, 
where we recall that b and y are defined in hypotheses (1.3), and A is 
defined in (3.6). Now choose p such that A -C p < y; then if p is near y, the 
orbit (u( ., p), u( ., p)) meets the lines 1.4 = A and u = B (this is similar to 
Proposition 2.2), so that there is a function TB(p) satisfying 
4TB(p), P) = B. (A,) 
We assume that u does not change sign along the orbit segment between 
A and B; i.e., TE is minimal with respect to (A,). As before, let H(r, p) s 
H(u(r, p), v(r, p)) be defined by 
u’(r, P) 
Wr,p)= 2 - + F(u(r, P)), 
where I;‘= f and F(0) = 0. Then as we have seen earlier, 
H’ = - (n - 1) u’jr along orbits of (2.5), so H decreases along such orbits. 
Let b < u, < u2 < y, and for p near y, let T’(p) be defined by 
u(Ti(p), p) = ui, and set Hi(p) = H(u(T’(p), p), u(T’(p), p)), i= 1, 2. 
LEMMA A,. Given any E > 0, we can choose p so close to y (p < y), such 
that along the orbit segment between u, and u2, if v is of constant sign, 
0 <H*(P) - H,(P) <IL 
Proof: Suppose that u ~0 along the orbit segment from u2 to ul (the 
proof for v > 0, whereby the orbit goes from uI to u2 is similar). We have 
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where th: max is taken over 0% r < T(p) (and is thus bounded inde- 
pendentl! of p by virtue of Lemma 2.1). It follows that 
0 <H,(P) - H,(P) G 
(n-l)max(-u) ul 
s T2b4 u2 
- du 
=(n-l)max(-u) 
T2(P) 
(u2 - u,). 
On the other hand, it is easy to show (cf. Proposition 2.2) that T’(p) + co 
as p -+ y, whence the lemma follows. 
LEMMP A2. There is a closed level curve H(u, v) = 6 such that if p is near 
y (p <y), the orbit segment (u(r, p), u(r, p)), Odr~ T(p), stays outside of 
this level curve. 
Proof: This is a consequence of Proposition 2.2. 
Now choose B < 0 such that 
min{u:H(u,u)=6}<B-=z0. (A21 
Notice tliat for p close to y (p < y ), all orbit segments (u(r, p), u(r, p)) meet 
the lines u = A and u = B in k points (cf. Proposition 2.2). 
LEMM.~ A3. There is a constant V>O and a point q <y such that if 
q-~ p <: and v is of one sign along the orbit segment from A to B, then 
u(r, p)2 :r fi along this orbit segment. 
Proof. Again we will only consider the case where v(r, p) < 0 along the 
orbit segment in question. Choose q > A so close to y that the conclusions 
of the p -evious two lemmas hold if q < p < y, and F(q) > F(u) if B < u G A. 
Let p > 1 and define T4(p) by u( p(p), p) = q. Set 
20 = F(q) - sup F(U) > 0, 
BCUGA 
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and note that cr is independent of p. Then for p > q, p near y, Lemma Al 
implies that 
u2(r, PI u2(rp PI 
c > F(q) - F(u(r, p)) - 2 > 20 - 2, 
so that u’(r, p) > 20, if TA(p) < r Q TB(p), and the proof is complete. 1 
We can now complete the proof of Lemma 3.12. Let 6 be a small positive 
number as described in Lemma AZ, and take p so close to y as to make 
valid the conclusions of the previous lemmas. The orbit (u(r, p), u(r, p)), 
r 2 0, meets the lines u = A in two points Pi, Pi, where P> = (A, u(r,, p)), 
r1 <r2, rl = T;(p), r2 = T;‘(p); it meets the line U= B in two points Pi, 
Pi, where Pi = (B, u(si, p)), s, <s2, s1 = T:(p), s2 = T;(p), and it meets 
the line u=O at Q = (u(& p), 0), t = t(p), where T:(p) < T:(p) < 
t(p) < T;(p) < T:(p); see Fig. 12. 
Now we may write 
MP) - WP) = (GYP) - CIP)) + (GYP) - t(p)) 
+ (t(P) - T;(P)) + u-f(P) - T;L(P)). 
We shall show that each of the four terms on the right side of this last 
equation is bounded independently of p, and this will complete the proof. 
Thus 
u=B u=A u-q 
FIGURE 12 
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But from Lemma A,, -u 3 v > 0, so 
T;(p) - T:(P) d (A - w/v. 
Also, 
(i) 
t(Pw(P)=jEo~=jo .-p” ” --u-f(u)’ 
r 
for some 17 = v’(p). Also, there is a constant k > 0 for which f(u) < -k, if 
b 6 u < B. Thus, 
=&log at 210g(l+E) 
at-(n-l)6 n-l 
aslog(l,tx)<xifx>O.ThususingLemma2.1, 
t(p) - T:(P) 6 =fola, 
Next, 
T;(p)-t(p)=~o~~=J-~ n-p’ 
--“-f(U)’ 
r 
for some G = G(p). Since f(u) < -q, 9 > 0, on b d u < B, we have 
C(P) - t(p) G Elog l- 
( 
(n- 1)iC 
at(p) > 
Finally, 
(ii) 
(iii) 
in view of Lemma A,. This inequality, together with inequalities (i)-(iii) 
above c,)mpletes the proof of Lemma 3.12. 
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